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Abstract

College students (4192) read two 1-1/2 page passages on the concepts

of autism and trochaic meter. After reading, four independent groups

answered questio08 requiring either a sudmary, the generation of a new

example of the cerlizept, a listing of the critical attributes of the

concept, or th Oentificatien'of a new example. All groups received

feedback and a cOctrol group received feedback but no post-question.

Alternate forms of a test of concept classification were given one

day and one week atter reading. The identification post-question

group showed gree4r accuracy in the classification of new examples

of the autism , ocept than did the control group after one day, but

no groups differed after one week.
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As Markle (1975) has recently noted, the state of the art of

teaching concepts fiom written material is less than primitive.

Typically, textbooks define a concept and give one or two examples

of it. From this information the reader is expected to be able to

recognize all other examples of this concept in addition to non-

examples that might be confusing because of some shared attributes.

Since, in numerous studies, adjunct aids such as post-questions have

been found to facilitate the acquisition of verbal information from

prose (of. Rothkopf, 1966, Rothkopf & Bisbiscos, 1967), the present

study sought to determine whether such aids might also facilitate

the acquisition of concepts from prose. By "acquisition of concepts"

we mean the acquisition of the ability to classify new instances of

the concept.

Two theoretical approaches to concept learning from prose which

exist each lead to different expectations about the effectiveness of

certain types of post-questions. The first approach, which will be

referred to as the "meaningful processing" approach, claims that

"procedures which induce meaningful processing facilitate learning

from connected discourse" (Anderson & kulhavy, 1972, p. 390). Watts

and Anderson (1971) employed this approach in their study of learning

principle described in the passage to a new situation

improved the learning of that principle more than did post-questions requiring
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subjects either to apply the principle to a situation that was the

same as the one described in the passage or to identify the name of

the person associated with the principle. They concluded (p. 393)

that "Answering application questions facilitates later performance

by encouraging students to process the contents of instruction more

thoroughly, in fact to transform it, in the effort to apply it to a

new situation." Assuming that principle and concept learning have

much in common (Gagne', 1974), this interpretation would lead to a

prediction that any post-questions requiring subjects to transform

relevant information would improve concept learning from text.

Whereas the meaningful processing approach highlights some notions

about information processing that may apply across types of learning

outcomes, a second approach to the learning of concepts from prose,

here referred to as the "concept analysis" approach, emphasizes the

unique characteristics of processing concepts. It has been suggested

that concept learning involves_both the ability td discriminate the

relevant (defining) attributes of a concept from irrelevant sAributes

and the ability to generalize to instances of the concepts that have

atypical irrelevant attributes (Markle Tiemann, 1969) , Studies

have demonstrated the utility of.contrasting examples ki a concept

with non-exatples that share some of the relevant attributes (Houtz,

Moore, & Davis, 1973; Tennyson, 1973). Apparently this procedure

encourage t. the discriffiination of the relevant.ecributes. In addition,

it has been shown that exposing subjects to ",livergent" examples that

vary widely on irrelevant attributes improves concept learning (Houtz,
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Moore, & Davis, 1973; Tennyson, Woolley, & Merrill! 1972). This pro-

cedure seems to discourage the association of an irrelevant attribute

with the concept, hence reducing the probabflity of undergeneralizatimu.

Applying these findings to the learning of concepts from prose, it

would seem that post-questions which increase the probability of dis-

crimination of relevant attributes and/or generalization across

irrelevant attributes would be most effective. One type of post-

question that could produce both discrimination and generalization

would be one asking subjects to identify a new example of the concept

which had different irrelevant attributes than the example given in

the passage and which was embedded in a set of nonexamples that shared

same but not all of the relevant attributes of the concept.

In summary, the meaningful processing approach emphasizes trans-

formation of information, a characteristic common to all meaningful

information processing. The concept analysis approach, on the other

hand, emphasizes pa,-ticular kinds of transformations (discrimination

and generalization) needed for concept learning. The present study is

an attempt to determine which approach leads to more accurate predictions

about the effectiveness of certain types of post-questions. Toward this

end, subjects read brief passages which listed the defining attributes

of a concept, gave an example, and gave same related historical information.

The four types of post-questions used were ones asking subjects to

(1) ident, v a new example of the concept, (2) give their own new

example of the concept, (3) summarize the passage, and (4) list the

distinguishing characteristics of the concept.
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Both approaches would predict improved learning for subjects

required to identify a new example of the concept. That is, assuming

the new example and nonexamples from which the subject chose had the

characteristics described above, one would argue from a concept analysis

approach that this question would encourage the discrimination of defining

attributes and generalization across irrelevant attributes. One would

argue from a meaningful processing approach that an identify type question

requires subjects to think carefully about what they have read and so to

transform it to a semantic level as they apply it in a new situation.

Similarly, for the question requiring subjects to give a new example

of the concept, the meaningful processing approach would predict improved

learning because information in the passage must be processed at a

semantic level if the subject is to generate a new example. For this

question, however, the concept analysis approach would not predict

facilitation since the post-question fails to provide contrasting stimuli

that encourage discrimination. The subject might generate a new example

that did not have all the defining attributes and might even receive

feedback that the example is incorrect, but this feedback does not

necessarily encourage attention to defining attributes since feedback

can be received passively. In addition, there is no guarantee that the

new example generated by the subject will have divergent irrelevant

attributes. In fact, it is more likely that it will not since the subject

will probably use the example in the passage as a model. Hence, it is

unlikely that the generalization process necessary for concept learning

will occur

7
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The post-questions requiring subjects to either list the distin.-

guishing characteristics of the concept or summarize the 'Passage were

included because it is our impression that these types of questions

are frequently posed by teachers. Despite this fact, neither theoretical

approach would predict an improvement in learning for either type df

question. For a summary question, the subject must transform infarmation

while selecting and condensing, but the information selected may not be

relevant to the concept to be learned, Hence its transformation will

not improve the learning of that concept. By contrast, the list post-'

question requires little transformation of information since the defining

attrnutes are essentially listed in the passage. "Under such conditions,

neither theoretical position regarding concept learning from prose would

predict improved concept learning.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were 192 students (32 in each of six treatment groups)

from introductory sociology classes at a large southeastern university.

Participation was encouraged but not required, and no course credit

was given for it. Only two students in the classes visited did not

participate. The average verbal SAT score for the entire sample was

459. A one-way analysis of variance revealed no significant differences

between treatment groups with respect to this score, F (5, 161) .79,

= .558.

Materials

Concepts. Two concepts were used--autism and trochaic meter.

For the purposes of this study, autism was defined by the following

attributes: (1) onset age of the problem (before 30 months), (2) slow
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or abnormal speech development, (3) abnormal interpersonal relationships,

and (4) repetitive or ritualistic behaviors. Trochaic meter had two

defining attributes: (1) two syllables per foot of poetry and (2) stressed

syllable precedes unstressed syllable (Tennyson, Woolley, & Merrill, 1972).

Two 1-1/2 page passages, each describing one of the concepts, were con-,

structed to mimic "typical" textbook writing. Each contained some back-

ground information, a description of the relevant attributes of the,

concept, and an example of the concept. The proportion of the concept--

relevant to total number of sentences was .25 for the trochaic meter

passage and .45 for the autism passage. The two passages were presented

together in a booklet with passage order counterbalanced across treatment

groups.

Post-questions. A separate sheet containing a post-question was

inserted after each passage, the type of post-question varying with the

treatment group. The Give group was asked to give a new example of the

concept presented in the passage they had just read; the Summarize group

was asked to summarize the passage; the List group was asked to list the

dil....inguisning characteristics of the concept; and the Identify group was

4s1,,,q1 to identify a new example of the concept from a set including one

PL.imple and three nonexamples. The example was divergent from the example

given in the passage in that it had different irrelevant attributes.

For instance, the example of autism given in the passage was of a boy born

prematurely while the example given in the identify post-question was of

a girl born normally. All of the nonexamples for autism were "close-in"

(Markle, 1975) in that each had manifestations of all but one of the
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relevant attributes of the concept. For instance, for autism, one of

the nonexamples was a child who had slow speech development, abnormal

interpersonal relationships and these symptoms had been detected when

he was less than a year old. The child did not, however, have any

repetitive or ritualistic behaviors.

Feedback. In addition to the four post-question group.4,two control

groups received no post-questions. Following the post-question page was

a feedback page which for all groups contained a listing of the relevant

attributes of the concept but which was adapted appropriately to each

type of question. For example, the feedback for the Summary group started

out by stating, "Your summary was correct if it included at least the

following points:..." and then listed the relevant attributes, while the

feedback for the Identify group started out by stating "If you chose (b)

you are correct because (b) includes all the following characteristics:..."

and then listed the relevant attributes. Feedback was included to increase

the external validity of the findings for situations in which textbooks

or teachers provide both questions and feedback. One control group re-

ceived no post-question and no feedback (Control) and one received feedback

only (Control with Feedback).

Test. A two-item test with one item per concept, was used to assess

learning. For each item, subjects were asked to identify all new examples

of the concept from a set of five possibilities. In addition, students

were asked to rank their confidence in the correctness of their choices

on a scale of I (very confident) to 5 (not very confident). Two forms of

the test, each containing different examples, were constructed so that

1 0
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concept acquisition could be measured at two different times, with the

form each subject took at each time being counterbalanced. Two of the

five examples were correct for each item on both forms of the test, one

having irrelevant attributes similar to the example given in the passage

and one having dissimilar irrelevant attributes.

Procedure

During regular sociology class time, booklets were distributed to

students in a predetermined random order. Students were instructed to

read the passages carefully and were told that they would be tested over

the material in the passages sometime in the future. Students who re-

ceived post-questions answered them in writing and could refer back to

the passage while answering them and while reading the feedback. Students

recorded the time when they started to read and the time when they com-

pleted reading the last feedback page. The next day (Day 1) students took

their first test and a week later (Week 1) they took an alternate form of

the test. Students worked at their own speed both while reading the

passages and while completing the tests.

Results

Categories of Concept Identification. _Each student's responses to

the test were categorized as either accurate, overgeneralization, under-

generalization, or misconception. An accurate response was counted if

the student identified both correct examples and none of the nonexamples;

an overgener%lization was counted if the student identified both correct

examples but also fdentified one or more nonexamples as being correct;

an undergeneralization was counred if the student identified only one of

the two correct examples and none of the non,xamples; a misconception was

11
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oented if tbe etudent identified ae correct only one of the cerrect

examples and elso one or more of Ce, nonexamples as correct. The chance

level for aceuracy, overgeneralization, undergeneralization, and miscon-

ception, respectively, was .03, .09, .06, and .82. Table 1 indicates the

propertion of subjects whose responses fell into each of these categories by

group and concept for Day 1. Forty-seven percent of the students in the

Identify goups were accurate on the autism concept as compared to 22% and

25% of the control groups, and 28% of the next highest post-question group,

the List group. A chi-square test of association was used to determine

if the proportion of subjects in the accurate category and a category

consisting of the sum of the other three categories (inaccurate) differed

for the IdentifY and Control with Feedback groups. The obtained x2 or 4.44;

df = 1, was sienific:elt < .05). Similar comparisons were conducted for

each control group with every other post-question group. No other sig-

nificant differences were cbtainod.

Insert Table 1 about here

For the eoncept of trochaic meter, the Identify group was again the

most accurate (16% vs. 9% for the next highest groups). However, no

significant associations between groups and patterns of accuracy were

found, probably because of the low level of accuracy in general. It is

interesting that within the inaccurate responses, tl e Identify group had

more undergenerali7ations (44% vs. the next highest group which had only

13%) and fewer eie,enceptions (37% vs. the next lowest group which had

66%) than any other group. A test of association between group (Identify

12
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vs. Control with Feedback) and category of reeponse (Undergeneralisatien

vs. all others) was significant, 4.2.r 7.74; dfm21; < 01, yurther pp'

ploratton of the undergeneralizere in the Identify sraup revealed that

in every case the student correctly identified the test example that had

irrelevant attributes similar to the passage example but failed to identify

the test example that had dissimilar irrelevant attributes.

Although the pattern of results was in most cases similar at Week 1

with the Identify group still being the most accurate (see Table 2), no

significant differences were obtained.

Insert Table 2 about here

soul& .111..

Associations Between Verbal SAT Score and Accuracy. If adjunct aids

are effective they should reduce the degree of association between general

verbal ability and accuracy. Table 3 shows the increase in probability of

predicting verbal ability (above or below the group median) given knowledge

.;f the student's response pattern (accurate or inaccurate) for the Day 1

and Week 1 tests (lambda index of predictive association, Hays, 1963). Thoi

significance of the association between verbal SAT score and accuracy mas

tested using a chi-square test. For Day 1, there were no significant

associations, although for the Control group the chi-square statistic was

between the .10 and .05 probability levels, 1,2 3.38, df sa 1. For Week 1

the oni; signiiicant association between verbal abilitY and accuracy was

that obtained CAr the Identify group.

Insert Table 3 about here

amoN.IIIL
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Time. The average time required by each group to read both passages

and answer the questions is shown in Table 4. The groups, ranked from

longest to shortest average time, were Summarize, Give, List, Identify,

Control with Feedbac' A one-way analysis of variance was

conducted to test ' oetween groups in time rev to,

complete the tasks. A significant effect due to groups was obtained,

F (5, 191) 71.59, 2. < .01. A Scheffe's test applied to the group

means indicated that the Summarize and Give groups were each,pAgnificantly

different from every other group, and the List group was significantly

different from every other group except the Identify group. The two

control groups did not differ significantly from each other, nor did the

Control with Feedback group differ significantly from the Identify group.

Thus, it would appear that the greater accuracy demonstrated by the

Identify group is not due to a greater amount of time spent on the passage.

Insert Table 4 about here

.....o.

Practice effect. It is possible that.practice with aceriain type

of post-question for the first concept increases accuracy in concept

classification for the second concept encountered. To test;

we obtained the frequencies of subjects who were accurate.versus inaccurate

on the Day 1 test for the first and second concept. studied. Chi-squate

tests revealed no significant association of accuracy with: cpncepp order.

A similar test in which all four post-question groups were pooled was

also not significant.

14
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Discussion

The data support a concept analysis approach to learning concepts

from text. The only group that showed improved learning was the Identify

group. We think that this improvement in the learning of the concept

autism was a result of both better discrimination of relevant attributes

and greater generalizatioa aL ,elevant attributes caused by the

comparisons that could be mach.. tween examples and nonexamples. Specif-

ically, for the Identify post-question, in considering case (a), a non-

example, and case (b), an example, the student would recognize that there

was only one critical difference between them which was the age of onset

of the problem. Similar comparisons between the example and the other

two nonexamples would have brought attention to two of the other defining

atzributes. Once case (b) was recognized as the correct example, the

student would also recognize that certain qua'Aties such as sex and normalcy

of birth are irrelevant to the concept since eley varied between the passage

example and the post-question example. An alternative explanation of the

effectiveness of an identify type post-quesC.on is that there was positive

transfer of test-taking skills from the identify post-question to the test,

which also required identification Of neu'instances. A study is presently

being conducted to test this possibility.

The results for trochatc meter suggest a limiting condition for the

effectiveness of identification post-cotestions. ne difficulty of that

concept was quite possibly due to students not understanding the pre-

requisite concept of stress and hence not being able to rerognize stressed

and unstressed syllables. Support for this possibility comes from the

finding of Merrill and Tennyson (1971) that providing students with an

15
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explanatinu of the statement "stressed syllable followed by an unstressed

syllable" improved the learning of trochaic meter.from a definition and

set of examples.

Another interesting finding for trochaic meter was that the high

frequency of undergeneralizers in the Identify group was entirely due to

students wh, tified the correct similar example but failed to recognize

the corn, di Jar example. The dissimilar examples used on the test

were not only dissimilar on irrelevant attributes but also were examples

that, unlike those used in the passage and postd-questions, had a very low

probability of being identified as correct (Tennyson, Woolley, & Merrill,

1972). Low probability examples have attribute values that apparently are

difficult to recognize. It would seem then that the Identify group students

were able to discriminate clear nonexamples and examples but failed when

it came to the identification of a less clear example. A similar result

has been obtained by Tennyson (1973). Research should be conducted to

determine what type of adjunct aids might alleviate this problem of not

recognizing the full range of relevant attribute values.

The finding of an association between verbal SAT and accuracy on the

Week 1 test for the Identify group is intriguing. While it may be a

chance result, another possibility is that verbal SAT correlates with the

type of memory system a person uses given an Identify post-question.

Persons scoring high may integrate the concept they have induced from the

examples and nonexamples into their semantic memory system, while persons

scoring low may simply keep an episodic record of the post-question event.

If it is true that semantic memory is more permanent than episodic memory

(Tulving, 1972) then one would expect both systems to be effective for

16
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Day 1 retentiool but onlY the semantic system to be effective by Week 1.

Unlike matlY stodiee in the area of learning from prose,the present

one attempted to maintain a situation as close to a natural study situation

as possible by 411.owing students to refer back to the passage while

answering poor'questiona and by providing feedback. Thus, we feel justi-

fied in saying that the Piaetical implication of the present results is

iolition questions which 4se dissimilar examplee and close-in

nonexamples can facilitate concept learning from prose without substantially

increasing insPection time. Apparently facilitation only occurs if the

relevant attribUtes themselves are already recognizable. There should be

replications of this experiment over a wide variety of concepts and

populations.
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Table 1

Proportions of Subjects in Each Response Categ7
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or Each T1,4t -y 1

(AAccurate, i on, V-1111dergeneral- ion, -onception)

Autism Trochaic Meter

Group A 0 U N A 0

Identify .47 .12 .16 .25 .16 .03 .44 .37

Give .22 .25 .12 .41 .09 .13. .12 .66

List .28 .22 .06 .44 .06 .06 .03 .85

1.

Summary .16 .28 .19 .37 .oi.' .06 .10 .78

Control with .22 .22 .25 .31 .09 .12. ,13 .66

Feedback

Control .25 .12 .19 .44 .09 .06 .13 .72

2 2
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Tab

Proporcion ul in Each Respouse Category for L'ach Concept at Week I.

Autism Trochaic Meter

Grou A 0 U M A 0 U M

Identify .34 .12 .16 .38 .13 .06 .16 .65

Give .22 .37 .22 .19 .03 .06 .16 .75

List .19 .25 .28 t28 .03 .06 .06 .85

Summary .22 .25 .16 .34 .03 .00 .09 .88

Control with .22 .25 .19 .34 .03 .16 .16 .65

Feedback

Control .251 .25 .22 .28 .12 .06 .16 .66

2 3
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Table 3

The Increase in Probability of Correctly Predicting Verbal SAT (Above or Below

Median) Given Knowledge of Response Pattern (Accurate versus Inaccurate) on Test

Grou

Identify

Give

List

Day_l Test Week 1 Test

.07

.00

.15

.50*

.00

.00

Summary .07 .07

Control with Feedback .00 .14

Control, .29 .07

* A chi-square test of association is significant at 2. < .05.

2 4
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations for Time to Read and Answer Questions

Identif Give List

M 8.41 12.47 9.94

SD 1.41 3.16 2.88

Control wj
Summar Fdbk. Control

15.28 6.53 5.41

3.51 1..80 1.07

2 5


